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How to Use this Guide

Organization
This manual is intended for advanced training for Hyperion System 9 Financial Data Quality Management 
(Hyperion FDM) administrators.

Please note that this guide makes several references to the API Guide. This guide is documentation included 
with the installation of Hyperion FDM, and named WebLinkObjectGuide_8xx.pdf. It will most likely be located 
on the application server in the following directory:

\UpStream Software\WebLinkDM\Documentation\Developer\APIDocuments\

Exercises
Exercises are designated by the  icon in a table with a gray-shaded header. Some exercises are specific 

to Hyperion Enterprise. Those are designated by the HE icon ( ). HFM-specific exercises are designated by 

the HFM icon ( ). Some exercises can be completed in either application, and will contain both icons.
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 Module 1 — Introduction to Hyperion FDM Scripting 

Overview
Hyperion System 9 Financial Data Quality Management (Hyperion FDM) uses the Visual Basic scripting engine 
to enhance the flexibility and power of the product. Hyperion FDM scripts are created using standard VB Script 
syntax. The Hyperion FDM internal object model (Hyperion FDM-specific functions) can also be referenced in a 
Hyperion FDM script (see the API Guide).

There are three types of scripts in Hyperion FDM. Import scripts are run during the file import process. Custom 
scripts can be executed by clicking a custom menu, and can also be run in response to a Hyperion FDM event. 
All scripts are created using the script editor within the Web Client or Workbench Client. Script files are saved in 
the Hyperion FDM application’s Data\Scripts folder and have an .uss extension. Scripts can be copied to another 
Hyperion FDM application by copying the script file itself. It is also possible to edit a Hyperion FDM script using a 
text editor and by XML.

Script Editor
Access from Web Client
To access the Script Editor from within the Web Client, open the Tools Menu and click Script Editor.

Figure 1-1: Click Script Editor under the Script menu to open the script editor from the Web Client.
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Access from WorkBench
To access the Script Editor in the WorkBench Client, click the Scripts tab at the bottom of the WorkBench. In 
the upper left tree you will see folders that contain the three types of Hyperion FDM scripts. In the bottom tree is 
a hierarchy of the accessible Hyperion FDM objects. Each Hyperion FDM object corresponds to a public class 
module within a Hyperion FDM .dll. Each object contains sub-objects, methods, functions, and properties that 
can be accessed in a script. 

Double-clicking on a method, function, or property will insert the code directly into the script. All Hyperion FDM 
objects can be referenced in any of the three types of scripts, with the exception of the “API” object, which 
cannot be referenced in an Import script. Refer to the API Guide for details on the Hyperion FDM object model 
and a listing of the Hyperion FDM .dll files.

Figure 1-2: Script editor in the Hyperion FDM Workbench.
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Accelerators
The script editor contains accelerators in the Object Browser section of the script editor page. Accelerators are 
pre-built code modules that simplify the process of creating of scripts. To use an accelerator, double-click the 
accelerator name. This will automatically add the accelerator code at the cursor position in the open script.
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 Module 2 — Import Scripts

Overview
Import scripts are usually used to manipulate source data upon importing a source file into Hyperion FDM. Import 
scripts are executed during the import process every time a source line is read by Hyperion FDM. When Hyperion 
FDM reads a source file, it automatically skips every line that does not contain a valid amount, but scripts in the 
Amount field will still be executed. This provides the flexibility to write scripts for lines that Hyperion FDM would 
otherwise skip (i.e., the ability to store variables that can be retrieved in scripts assigned to other Import fields). All 
the Hyperion FDM objects are supported in Import scripts except the Hyperion FDM “API” object.

Creating an Import Script
An Import script can be assigned to any Import field within an import format. It is possible to open the script editor 
directly from the Import Format screen by clicking the Build Script… link from the expression field. Note that it is 
also possible to create an Import script using the Script Editor in the WorkBench Client.

Figure 2-1: Open the script editor from the Import Format screen by clicking 
the Build Script… link from the Expression filed flyout menu.
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Within the Script Editor click  to create a new Import script.

Figure 2-2: Script Editor screen. Select  to prompt the New Script dialog.

In the New Script dialog, choose the Import (DataPump) script type from the Script Type dropdown. Enter in the 
script name in the File Name field and click .

Figure 2-3: New Script Dialog
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Import Script Parameters
There are two parameters that are passed into an Import Script, strField and strRecord.

strField
This parameter contains the field value in the source file that was defined in the Import Format. For example, if 
the Import script is assigned to the Amount field, then this parameter contains the amount. If the Import script is 
assigned to the Account Field then this parameter will contain the account.

strRecord
This parameter contains the entire line (record) of the source file that is being scanned.

Figure 2-4: strField and strRecord are passed to the script.

Click  to save the script.
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Import Script Function Return Value
In an Import script, it is necessary to assign a value back to the function name. This value is what Hyperion FDM 
will import. Referring to the example in Figure 2-4, if the source amount is negative then the sign is reversed the 
new value and is assigned to the function name. This modified value is what will be imported. If the amount is 
greater than zero then the original amount in the source file will be imported because the function name will be set 
equal to the original strField parameter.

Assigning Import Script to Import Format
Once the Import script has been created and saved in the script editor, it is necessary to add the script to the Import 
field. To add an existing Import script to an Import field, click the Add Expression… link in the Expression Field 
flyout menu. This will prompt the Add Expression dialog.

Figure 2-5: Use the Add Expression… link from the Expression Field 
flyout menu to import a script into an import format.
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 Module 2 — Import Scripts

In the Add Expression Dialog, choose the Script for the Expression Type and Browse for the newly created Import 
script.

Figure 2-6: The Add Expression dialog is used to set up and import an Import script.

Click  and the script will be assigned to the Import field.

Figure 2-7: The expression column shows the name of the imported scripts.
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Import Scripting Functions

Left Function
Left (string, # of characters)

Below is the example of the Indiana file. The mapping for this location only uses the first four digits of the 
account number. One solution is to change the mapping by adding wildcards. Another solution is to import only 
the first four characters using an Import script.

Figure 2-8: Use the Left function to import only the first four digits of the account number.
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The account consists of the left four characters of the first field. Use the Visual Basic Left function to return the 
first four characters of the field (Figure 2-9).

Figure 2-9: This code will assign the first four digits of the account number to the Parse_Account function.

Add this script to the Expression column in the Account field of the import format. This script will now run for 
each line in the source file. The Parse_Account script will override the field with its result.

 

Figure 2-10: The account number imported will be the result of what is assigned to Parse_Account after 
the script has run. The account # loaded to Hyperion FDM will be the result of the Parse_Account script.
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Figure 2-11 illustrates the Import file for the import format using the Parse_Account script in the Account field.

Figure 2-11: The import file generated from import format using 
the Parse_Account script in the Account field.

  
ExErcisE 2-1: crEating a script Using thE LEft fUnction

Use the Hyperion FDM Web Client to complete this exercise.

1. Open the Hyperion FDM Script Editor.

2. Create a new script with the following parameters:
Name — Parse_Account
Script Type — Import (DataPump)

3. Write the script to import the left four characters of the Account number of the 
Indiana GL file.

4. Open the Indiana import format and assign the script to the Amount field.

5. Import the Indiana source file (be sure to change the POV to Indiana before 
running the import).

•
•
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Mid Function
Mid (string, start character, # of characters)

The file below contains the cost center, account, and the account description as a continuous string in the first 
field. This string needs to be separated into separate fields. The original source file cannot be changed but a 
script can be written to parse out the fields.

Figure 2-12: The first field in this comma-delimited file includes the cost center, account, and account 
description. The field must be parsed in order to extract each of the elements separately.

The account starts at column 7 and is four characters long. Use the Mid function to return the characters in 
columns 7 through 10.

Figure 2-13: The Mid function in this script will assign the string of 
characters from columns 7-10 to NY_ParseAccount.
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The Import script is assigned to the Account field (Figure 2-14).

Figure 2-14: NY_ParseAccount script assigned to the New York import format account field.

  
ExErcisE 2-2: crEating a script Using thE Mid fUnction

Use the Hyperion FDM Web Client to complete this exercise.

1. Create a new location and name it NewYork.

2. Open the Hyperion FDM Script Editor.

3. Create a new script with the following parameters:
Name — NY_ParseAccount
Script Type — Import (DataPump)

4. Write the script to import the characters of columns 7-10 of the first field of the 
New York GL file.

5. Create a new import format group with the following parameters:
Name — NewYork
File Type — Comma Delimited

6. Add import format rules as shown in Figure 2-14, including the NY_
ParseAccount script in the Expression column in the Account field.

7. Add the NewYork import format to New York in the Locations screen.

8. Import the New York source file (be sure to change the POV to NewYork before 
running the import).

•
•

•
•
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Right Function
Right (string, # of characters)

The Account number in the file shown in Figure 2-15 consists of the last 4 characters of the first field.

Figure 2-15: The first field in this comma-delimited file includes the account description, cost center, 
and account number. The field must be parsed in order to extract each of the elements separately.

Use the Visual Basic Right function to return the last 4 characters of the first field.

 

Figure 2-16: The script above will assign the last four characters of the first 
field in each row of the source file to the NJ_ParseAccount function.
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The script is assigned to the Account field.

Figure 2-17: NJ_ParseAccount script added to the Account field of the NewJersey import format.

  ExErcisE 2-3: crEating a script Using thE right fUnction

Use the Hyperion FDM Web Client to complete this exercise.

1. Create a new location and name it NewJersey.

2. Open the Hyperion FDM Script Editor.

3. Create a new script with the following attributes:
Name — NJ_ParseAccount
Script Type — Import (DataPump)

4. Write the script to import the last four characters of the first field of the New 
Jersey GL file.

5. Create a new import format group with the following parameters:
Name — NewJersey
File Type — Comma Delimited

6. Add import format rules as shown in Figure 2-17, including the NJ_
ParseAccount script in the Expression column in the Account field.

7. Add the NewJersey import format to New Jersey in the Locations screen.

8. Import the New Jersey source file (be sure to change the POV to NewJersey 
before running the import)

•
•

•
•
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Hyperion FDM Parsing Function
DW.Utilities.fParseString (string, total field count, field # to return, delimiter)

The fParseString function is not a Visual Basic function. The function is a Hyperion FDM function used to parse 
strings that contain a delimiter. Note that in the file shown in Figure 2-18, the first field is separated by dashes 
(“-“). By using the fParseString function, this field can be separated into three distinct fields by specifying the 
dash as the delimiter. Use the fParseString function to retrieve the entity and description fields.

Figure 2-18: The Cost Center, Account, and Account Description columns in 
this data file are all included in the first field, separated by hyphens. Use the WL 

Parsing function to separate the first field into three distinct fields.

The entity in the source file is the set of digits before the first hyphen in the first field.

Figure 2-19: The function NY_ParseCenter function will return the entity (first set 
of numbers before the first hyphen in the first field of the data file).
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The description is the last set of characters in the first field of the source file row (after the second hyphen).

 

Figure 2-20: The NY_ParseDesc function will return the description (the set of 
characters after the second hyphen in the first field of the data file).

The scripts are assigned to the Entity and Description fields.

 

Figure 2-21: The script to import the Entity and Description fields from the NY source file. 
Note: The Parse_Account script shown here was created in an earlier example.
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ExErcisE 2-4: crEating a script Using thE fparsEstring fUnction

Use the Hyperion FDM Web Client to complete this exercise.

1. Open the script editor.

2. Create a new script with the following properties:
Name — NY_ParseCenter
Script Type — Import(DataPump)

3. Write the script to import the first string of digits in the first field in the NY GL. 
Use the fParseString function.

4. Create a new script with the following properties:
Name — NY_ParseDesc
Script Type — Import(DataPump)

5. Write the script to import the last set of characters in the first field of the NY GL 
(after the second hyphen). Use the fParseString function.

6. Add the NY_ParseCenter script to the Entity field in the New York import 
format.

7. Add the NY_ParseDesc to the description field in the New York import format.

8. Import the New York source file (be sure the POV is set to the NewYork 
location).

•
•

•
•
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Skip Function (conditional skip)
RES.PblnSkip

It is possible to selectively skip source file lines by using the RES.PblnSkip function. The RES.PblnSkip function 
will skip the entire row so it will not be imported into Hyperion FDM.

Figure 2-22: In this example of the New York source file any entity that begins with “06” must be skipped.

The script below skips all entities that begin with “06.” Note that the script uses the Hyperion FDM fParseString 
function to parse out the entity field. Note that a temporary variable is used in this script. This is a local variable 
in which the value is lost when the script has finished its execution.

Figure 2-23: This script will skip all entities that begin with “06.”
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The script from Exercise 2-4 in the Entity field has been replaced with the new NY_Skip06Center script in the 
New York import format.

Figure 2-24: The script from Exercise 2-4 in the Entity field has been replaced with the new NY_
Skip06Center script in the New York import format to exclude entities that begin with “06.”

  
ExErcisE 2-5: crEating a script Using thE pbLnskip fUnction

Use the Hyperion FDM Web Client to complete this exercise.

1. Open the script editor.

2. Create a new script with the following properties:
Name — NY_Skip06Center
Script Type — Import(DataPump)

3. Write the script to import the first set of characters before the first hyphen in the 
in the first field of each line of the NY GL but skip any line whose Cost Center 
field starts with “06.” Use the fParseString and PblnSkip functions.

4. Add the NY_Skip06Center script to the Entity field in the New York import 
format (replace the existing Import script in the import format).

5. Import the New York source file (be sure the POV is set to NewYork)

•
•
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Temporary Variables

Storing Temporary Variables
RES.PvarTemp1……RES.PvarTemp5

Some source files will contain fields that do not repeat themselves on every line (i.e., entity or description). 
When Hyperion FDM reads in a source file, it will automatically skip every line that does not contain a valid 
amount, but scripts in the Amount field will still be executed. This allows the flexibility to write scripts for lines 
that Hyperion FDM would otherwise skip. Therefore, we can write scripts in the Amount field to store variables 
that can be retrieved in scripts assigned to other Import fields. Hyperion FDM can store up to five different 
temporary variables.

The example GL in Figure 2-25 shows that the entity is not repeated in every row. The entity is contained in the 
header for each section of the report and appears after the “Bus Area / Dept” label. The account, description, 
and ending balance can be easily identified. The entity must be stored in a temporary variable and assigned to 
every row in the export file.

Figure 2-25: The Cost Center ID is not repeated on every row in this source file 
but it must be included in every row in the target application. Use a temporary 

variable to store the entity and include it in each row of the export file.
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The script below uses an If...Then statement and the Mid function to check if the line contains the label “Bus 
Area/Dept:” If the line contains the label, then the script will store the entity in temp variable. The center begins 
at position 33 and is four characters long. Notice that a line not containing the center is being read, then strField 
parameter is assigned to the function name (i.e., GeorgiaGetCenter=strField).

The RES.PvarTemp1 through RES.PvarTemp5 variables are global, i.e., .they do not lose scope as long as 
the current Hyperion FDM session remains open, unlike local variables that become undefined when the script 
or function that created them is closed. These temp variables allow for the ability to store values that can be 
retrieved in other Hyperion FDM scripts.

 

Figure 2-26: If the data file row starts with “Bus Area / Dept:” then the 
mid function is used to store the Entity in Temp Variable 1.

The script in Figure 2-26 must be assigned to the Amount field in the import format because the Amount field is 
the only rule that will execute even if the line in the source code does not contain a valid amount.

Figure 2-27: Attach the GeorgiaGetCenter script to the Amount field because 
the Amount field is executed for every line in the source file.
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Retrieving Temporary Variables
Once the entity is stored in a temporary variable, a script is required to assign the temporary variable to the 
Entity field. The script in Figure 2-28 assigns the temporary variable to the function name.

Figure 2-28: The temporary variable PvarTemp1 is assigned to the GeorgiaPutCenter function.

The script is then assigned to the Entity field.

 

Figure 2-29: With the GeorgiaPutCenter script assigned to the Entity field, the Entity will be 
assigned the value of the temporary variable instead of reading the Entity from the source file.
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This format also requires the use of the Skip function because it includes Total rows that must not be imported. 
Set up the skip line to be triggered by recognizing a blank Account column (15 blank spaces). Use the drag-
and-drop function to define the Start and Length fields for the expression. Hyperion FDM will now skip every 
line with no account number.

Figure 2-30: Use the Skip function to skip the Total rows (identified by the 
blank Account column) to complete the import format for Georgia.
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ExErcisE 2-6: crEating a script Using tEMporary VariabLEs

Use the Hyperion FDM Web Client to complete this exercise.

1. Create a new location and name it Georgia.

2. Create a new import format group with the following attributes:
Name — Georgia
File Type — Fixed (delimiter does not apply)

3. Create the following format rules for the Georgia import format:

  Field Name  Start Length Expression

 Account ..............................1 ........... 15

 Account Description ...........24 ......... 24

 Amount ...............................112 ....... 22

 Entity 33 ..............................4

 Skip  ..................................1 ........... 15 ........<use drag-and-drop function>

4. Open the Script Editor.

5. Create the GeorgiaGetCenter and GeorgiaPutCenter scripts.

6. In the Georgia import format, add the GeorgiaGetCenter script to the Amount 
field, and the GeorgiaPutCenter script to the Entity field.

7. In the Locations screen, assign the Georgia import format to the Georgia 
location.

8. Import the Georgia source file (be sure the POV is set to Georgia).

•
•
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 Module 3 — Import Integration Scripts

Overview
If importing data directly from an ODBC/OLEDB compliant data source (rather than an ASCII file), it is necessary 
to create an Integration Import script. This integration script will be responsible for connecting to the source data 
and importing data directly from the source system into the Hyperion FDM database. This script will be run when 
the user clicks  in the Import form. All Hyperion FDM objects are supported in the import integration scripts 
except the Hyperion FDM API object.

Creating an Import Integration Script
When defining the import group, select Script as the file type. Do not specify individual fields in the bottom table like 
a normal import format. Instead there is only a single field where name of the integration script will be input. Click 
the Build Script … link to open the script editor in order to begin building the integration script.

 

Figure 3-1: The import format for an integration script features only one line in the lower table. This is 
where the name of the integration script is input. Click the Build Script… link to open the script editor.
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Within the Script Editor click  to create a new import integration script.

In the New Script dialog, select Import (Integration) script and enter in the name of the script then click .

Figure 3-2: New Script Web Page Dialog. Select Import(Integration) for 
Script Type in order to create an import integration script.

Import Integration Script Parameters
There are four parameters that are passed into an Integration Import script.

strLoc
This parameter contains the active Hyperion FDM location key. Reference this parameter when updating the 
Hyperion FDM worktable with the source data.

lngCatKey
This parameter contains the active Hyperion FDM category key. Reference this parameter when updating the 
Hyperion FDM worktable with the source data.

dblPerKey
This parameter contains the date serial key of the active Hyperion FDM period. Reference this parameter when 
updating the Hyperion FDM worktable with the source data.

strWorkTableName
This parameter contains the name of the worktable that the source data will be imported into for this Hyperion 
FDM location.
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Figure 3-3: Four parameters are passed to an Import Integration script; 
strLoc, IngCatKey, dblPerKey, and strWorkTableName.
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Hyperion FDM Worktable Fields
When creating an Integration Import script, it is necessary to populate the Hyperion FDM working table with the 
source values retrieved from the data source. The following table lists all of the available Hyperion FDM working 
table fields.

Field Name Field Info Note

PartitionKey [ Type=Long, Size=0, Required=Yes] WL location name. Use the strLoc 
parameter

CatKey [ Type=Long, Size=0, Required=Yes] WL category key. Use the lngCatKey 
parameter

PeriodKey [ Type=TimeStamp, Size=0, Required=Yes] WL period key. Use the dblPerKey 
parameter

DataView [ Type=VarWChar, Size=5, Required=Yes] Load Frequency. Defaults to “YTD”
Amount [ Type=Double, Size=0, Required=Yes] Source amount
Desc1 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=75, Required=No] Source account description
Account [ Type=VarWChar, Size=75, Required=Yes] Source account
Entity [ Type=VarWChar, Size=75, Required=Yes] Source entity
ICP [ Type=VarWChar, Size=75, Required= No] Source ICP
UD1 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=75, Required= No] Source UserDefined 1 dimension
UD2 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=75, Required= No] Source UserDefined 2 dimension
UD3 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=75, Required= No] Source UserDefined 3 dimension
UD4 [Type=VarWChar, Size=75, Required= No] Source UserDefined 4 dimension
UD5 [Type=VarWChar, Size=75, Required= No] Source UserDefined 5 dimension
UD6 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=75, Required= No] Source UserDefined 6 dimension
UD7 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=75, Required= No] Source UserDefined 7 dimension
UD8 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=75, Required=No] Source UserDefined 8 dimension
UD9 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=75, Required=No] Source UserDefined 9 dimension
UD10 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=75, Required=No] Source UserDefined 10 dimension
UD11 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=75, Required=No] Source UserDefined 11 dimension
UD12 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=75, Required=No] Source UserDefined 12 dimension
UD13 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=75, Required=No] Source UserDefined 13 dimension
UD14 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=75, Required=No] Source UserDefined 14 dimension
UD15 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=75, Required=No] Source UserDefined 15 dimension
UD16 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=75, Required=No] Source UserDefined 16 dimension
UD17 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=75, Required=No] Source UserDefined 17 dimension
UD18 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=75, Required=No] Source UserDefined 18 dimension
UD19 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=75, Required=No] Source UserDefined 19 dimension
UD20 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=75, Required=No] Source UserDefined 20 dimension
Attr1 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=20, Required=No] Source Attribute 1 dimension
Attr2 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=20, Required=No] Source Attribute 2 dimension
Attr3 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=20, Required=No] Source Attribute 3 dimension
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Field Name Field Info Note

Attr4 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=20, Required=No] Source Attribute 4 dimension
Attr5 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=20, Required=No] Source Attribute 5 dimension
Attr6 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=20, Required=No] Source Attribute 6 dimension
Attr7 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=20, Required=No] Source Attribute 7 dimension
Attr8 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=20, Required=No] Source Attribute 8 dimension
Attr9 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=20, Required=No] Source Attribute 9 dimension
Attr10 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=20, Required=No] Source Attribute 10 dimension
Attr11 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=20, Required=No] Source Attribute 11 dimension
Attr12 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=20, Required=No] Source Attribute 12 dimension
Attr13 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=20, Required=No] Source Attribute 13 dimension
Attr14 [ Type=VarWChar, Size=20, Required=No] Source Attribute 14 dimension

ArchiveID [ Type=Bigint, Size=8, Required=No]
If there is an archive to be associated 
then enter the archive ID# from the 
data folder.

Table 3-1: Hyperion FDM Worktable Fields
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Assigning Import Integration Script to Import Format
After the Import Integration script has been created and saved in the script editor, it is necessary to add the script to 
the Import format just as you would with a regular Import script by clicking the Add Expression… link and browsing 
for the script file.

Figure 3-4: Click Add Expression… to add the import integration script. This will prompt the 
Add Expression dialog box that will enable you to browse for the import integration script.
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Import Integration Script Example
Below is an example of an import integration script that opens a SQL server source database (sample Northwind 
database) and writes the data directly into Hyperion FDM. Notice that a value of True is assigned to the function if 
the import was successful. Assign a value of False to the function if any errors are raised in the script. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Function SQLIntegration(strLoc, lngCatKey, dblPerKey, strWorkTableName)
‘------------------------------------------------------------------
‘Hyperion FDM Integration Import Script: 
‘Created By:   Admin
‘Date Created: 04/19/2004 2:18:39 PM
‘Purpose: This import integration script connects to the sample 
‘  Northwind SQL Server database and imports sample 
‘  source data from the Orders table into Hyperion FDM.
‘------------------------------------------------------------------
Dim cnSS  ‘ADO connection object
Dim strSQL  ‘SQL string
Dim rs    ‘Source system recordset
Dim rsAppend  ‘Hyperion FDM recordset

‘Initialize ADO objects
Set cnSS = CreateObject(“ADODB.Connection”)
Set rs = CreateObject(“ADODB.Recordset”)

‘Open Hyperion FDM work table recordset for appending
Set rsAppend = DW.DataAccess.farsTableAppend(strWorkTableName)
 
‘Connect to NorthWind SQL Server database (our data source)
Dim strConn
strConn=”Provider=SQLOLEDB.1;Integrated Security=SSPI;Persist Security Info=False;”
strConn=strConn & “Initial Catalog=NorthWind;Data Source=LocalHost;”
cnss.open strConn

‘Create source query string
strSQL = “Select * “
strSQL = strSQL & “FROM Orders “

‘Open source recordset
rs.Open strSQL, cnSS

‘Check for data in source system
If rs.bof AND rs.eof Then
‘Give error message
 RES.PlngActionType = 2

RES.PstrActionValue = “No records to load!”
 ‘Assign Return value of function
 SQLIntegration = False
 Exit Function
End If
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‘Loop through source records in NorthWind database (Orders table) and append to 
Hyperion FDM work table
If Not rs.bof And Not rs.eof Then
 Do While Not rs.eof
  rsAppend.AddNew
  rsAppend.Fields(“PartitionKey”) = RES.PlngLocKey
  rsAppend.Fields(“CatKey”) = lngCatKey
  rsAppend.Fields(“PeriodKey”) = dblPerKey
  rsAppend.Fields(“DataView”) = “YTD”
  rsAppend.Fields(“Amount”) = rs.fields(“Freight”).Value
  rsAppend.Fields(“Account”) = rs.fields(“CustomerID”).Value
  rsAppend.Fields(“Entity”) = rs.fields(“ShipCountry”).Value
  rsAppend.Fields(“Desc1”) = rs.fields(“ShipName”).Value
  rsAppend.Update
  rs.movenext
 Loop
End If

‘Give success message
RES.PlngActionType = 2
RES.PstrActionValue = “SQL Import successful!”

‘Assign Return value
SQLIntegration = True

End Function
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 Module 4 — Custom Scripts

Overview
Custom scripts can be executed by using a custom link on the Task Flow menu. Custom scripts allow users or 
administrators to manually execute a script. All the Hyperion FDM objects are supported in Custom scripts.

Creating a Custom Script
To create a new custom script, select FileNew Script. Note that it is also possible to create a custom script using 
the Script Editor in the Hyperion FDM Web Client.

Figure 4-1: Create a custom script from within the Hyperion FDM Workbench 
by selecting the Scripts tab and choosing FileNew Script.

From the New Script dialog box, choose the Custom (Web) 
option for the Script Type and enter in a name for the script and 
click .

There are three options for custom script types -- General, Plug-
in, and Web. General custom scripts are intended for use only 
in the Hyperion FDM Workbench. Web scripts are scripts that 
are intended for use via the Hyperion FDM Web Client. Plug-
in scripts are generally custom integration solutions provided by 
Hyperion.

After adding the script, Hyperion FDM will automatically add a “web” prefix to the name of the script.
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Figure 4-2: Hyperion FDM will add “web” prefix to the name of the script.

Using Menu Maker
After the script has been created in the Script Editor, a link to the script can be added to the Web Client interface 
to allow users to manually run the script.

To add the script to the Task Flows screen, click on the Menu Maker link under the Admin Tasks menu to add a 
link to the Tasks Flow menu.

In the Menu Maker screen, click  to create a new menu item. Enter a caption for the menu and select the 
Web Script from the dropdown list box. The sequence field controls the order of all the custom web scripts as they 
appear on the Task Flows screen (Figure 4-4). Enable the Active checkbox to have this script appear in the Task 
Flows web page.
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Figure 4-3: Use the Menu Maker screen to add items to the Task Flows screen (Figure 4-4).

Click the Task Flows menu to view the custom menus created in the Menu Maker screen. The scripts will appear 
as links and will be executed when the user clicks the link.

Figure 4-4: Tasks Flows screen. Click the script links to execute the script.
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 Module 5 — Event Scripts

Overview
Event scripts are executed in response to certain Hyperion FDM events. A list of events that Hyperion FDM 
can respond to is found under the Event folder in the script editor. See the API Guide for a description of all the 
Hyperion FDM events. All the Hyperion FDM objects are supported in the event scripts.

Creating an Event Script
To create a new event script, open the Script Editor in the Hyperion FDM WorkBench and double-click the event 
for which to develop a script. 

Note:  It is also possible to create an event script using the Script Editor in the Hyperion FDM Web Client.

Figure 5-1: In the Hyperion FDM Workbench, double-click the event in which to develop an event script.
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Event Script Parameters
Each Hyperion FDM Event script has its own set of parameters. These parameters can be used within the script 
instead of calling a Hyperion FDM function, method, or property that returns the same value. For example, the 
parameter strLoc contains the name of the active Hyperion FDM location. This is more efficient than using the 
API.POVMgr.PPOVLocation property to return the name of the Hyperion FDM location. Refer to the API Guide for 
descriptions of all the event script parameters.

 

Figure 5-2: Each event script has its own set of parameters that can be used 
instead of calling a Hyperion FDM function, method, or property.
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Dynamically Changing Import Formats
It is possible to dynamically change the import format for a location in the BefFileImport event. In the example 
below, the script changes the import group based on the file name. To implement this script, it is necessary to 
create two import formats and assign one of them to the Hyperion FDM location. The script evaluates the file name 
and changes the import format if necessary.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sub BefFileImport(strLoc, strCat, strPer, strFile)
‘------------------------------------------------------------------
‘Hyperion TB EVENT Script: 
‘
‘Created By:   Admin
‘Date Created:  10/28/2004 4:29:54 PM
‘
‘Purpose: Change the import group if importing the B/S
‘
‘------------------------------------------------------------------

‘Check if the file name contains “BS”
If InStr(strFile,”BS”)>0 Then
 ‘Override default import group with B/S import group
 RES.PblnImportGroupOverride=True
 RES.PstrImportGroup=”BSImportFormat”
End If

End Sub
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dynamically Changing Other Location Attributes
It is also possible to use event scripts to dynamically change validation groups, validation rules, and logic groups 
before they are processed. Refer to Table 2 for a description of the events and properties to change a Location 
attribute.

Event Name Hyperion FDM Properties Purpose
BefFileImport RES.PblnImportGroupOverride=True

RES.PstrImportGroup=”MyNewImportFormat”
Change Import Format 
before import

BefProcLogicGrp RES.PblnLogicGroupOverride =True
RES.PstrLogicGroup =”MyNewLogicGroup”

Change Logic Group before 
processing logic.

BefConsolidate RES.PblnValEntGroupOverride =True
RES.PstrValEntGroup=”MyNewEntityGroup””

Change Validation Entity 
Group before consolidating.

BefCheck RES.PblnValRuleGroupOverride=True
RES.PstrValRuleGroup=”MyNewValRuleGroup”

Change Validation Rule 
Group before running 
Validation report.

Table 5-1: Events and properties to change a location attribute.
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Using the File System Object in an Event Script
Use the Visual Basic File System Object to process files and folders. The example below uses the File System 
Object to create a new file and copies the contents of an existing file to the new file. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sub AftExportToDat(strLoc, strCat, strPer, strTCat, strTPer, strFile)
‘------------------------------------------------------------------
‘Hyperion FDM EVENT Script: 
‘
‘Created By:   Admin
‘Date Created:  3/18/2004 4:17:58 PM
‘
‘Purpose: This script loops through the newly created Hyperion 
‘  Enterprise .dat file And creates a new .dat file with
‘  a different category and multiplies the amount by .75 
‘------------------------------------------------------------------
‘Declare local variables
Dim strline
Dim fso
Dim f1
Dim f2
Dim strNewFileName
Dim strEntity
Dim strAcct
Dim dblAmt

‘Declare file system object
Set fso = CreateObject(“Scripting.FileSystemObject”)

‘Open existing dat file for reading
Set f1 = fso.OpenTextFile(strFile, 1)

‘Create new .dat file with a “-FAS” suffix
strNewFileName=Left(strFile,Len(strFile)-4) & “-FAS” & Right(strFile,4)
Set f2=fso.CreateTextFile(strNewFileName,True)

‘Write category and beginning and ending periods to new file
f2.writeLine “FAS”
f2.writeLine strTPer
f2.writeLine strTPer

‘Skip first 3 header lines of existing dat file
f1.SkipLine
f1.SkipLine
f1.SkipLine

‘Loop through existing .dat file
Do While f1.AtEndOfStream <> True
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‘Store line in a variable
  strline = f1.ReadLine

  ‘Parse the entity from the line
  strEntity = DW.Utilities.fParseString(strline, 3, 1, “,”)
  
  ‘Parse the account from the file
  strAcct = DW.Utilities.fParseString(strline, 3, 2, “,”)

  ‘Parse the amount from the file 
  dblAmt = DW.Utilities.fParseString(strline, 3, 3, “,”) 
 
  ‘Write out line to new .dat file but multiply amt by .75
  f2.writeline strEntity & “,” & strAcct & “,” & dblAmt * .75
Loop

‘Close the files
f1.Close
f2.Close
 
‘Destroy file system object
Set fso=Nothing

End Sub
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 Appendix - Common Visual Basic Scripting Functions

Overview
This appendix includes a list of common Visual Basic scripting functions. For a complete reference to VB scripting 
refer the following Microsoft web site:

http:\\www.msdn.microsoft.com\\vbscript

InStr
Returns the position of the first occurrence of one string within another string.

InStr([start, ]string1, string2[, compare])

Arguments

start
Numeric expression that sets the starting position for each search. If omitted, search begins at the first 
character position. If start contains Null, an error occurs. The start argument is required if compare is specified 
(optional).

string1
String expression being searched (required).

string2
String expression searched for (required).

compare
Numeric value indicating the kind of comparison to use when evaluating substrings. See Settings section for 
values. If omitted, a binary comparison is performed (optional).

Settings
The compare argument can have the following values:

Constant Value Description
vbBinaryCompare 0 Perform a binary comparison
vbTextCompare 1 Perform a textual comparison

   Table A-1: Compare Argument Values
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Return Values
The InStr function returns the following values:

If InStr Returns
string1 is zero-length 0
string1 is Null Null
string2 is zero-length start
string2 is Null Null
string2 is not found 0
string2 is found within string1 Position at which match is found
start > Len(string2) 0

  Table A-2: InStr Function Return Values

Remarks
The following examples use InStr to search a string:

Dim SearchString, SearchChar, MyPos
SearchString =”XXpXXpXXPXXP”  ‘ String to search in.
SearchChar = “P”  ‘ Search for “P”.
MyPos = InStr(4, SearchString, SearchChar, 1)  ‘ A textual comparison starting at 
position 4. Returns 6.
MyPos = InStr(1, SearchString, SearchChar, 0)  ‘ A binary comparison starting at position 
1. Returns 9.
MyPos = InStr(SearchString, SearchCharb  ‘ Comparison is binary by default (last argument 
is omitted). Returns 9.
MyPos = InStr(1, SearchString, “W”)  ‘ A binary comparison starting at position 1. 
Returns 0 (“W” is not found).

Note: The InStrB function is used with byte data contained in a string. Instead of returning the character 
position of the first occurrence of one string within another, InStrB returns the byte position.
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InStrRev
Returns the position of an occurrence of one string within another, from the end of string. 

InStrRev(string1, string2[, start[, compare]])

Arguments

string1
String expression being searched (required).

string2
String expression being searched for (required).

start
Numeric expression that sets the starting position for each search. If omitted, -1 is used, which means that 
the search begins at the last character position. If start contains Null, an error occurs (optional)

compare
Numeric value indicating the kind of comparison to use when evaluating substrings. If omitted, a binary 
comparison is performed. See Settings section for values (optional).

Settings
The compare argument can have the following values:

Constant Value Description
vbBinaryCompare 0 Perform a binary comparison
vbTextCompare 1 Perform a textual comparison

  Table A-3: Compare Argument Values

Return Values
InStrRev returns the following values:

If InStrRev returns
string1 is zero-length 0
string1 is Null Null
string2 is zero-length start
string2 is Null Null
string2 is not found 0
string2 is found within string1 Position at which match is found
start > Len(string2) 0

   Table A-4: InStr Return Values
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Remarks
The following examples use the InStrRev function to search a string: 

Dim SearchString, SearchChar, MyPos
SearchString =”XXpXXpXXPXXP”  ‘ String to search in.
SearchChar = “P”  ‘ Search for “P”.
MyPos = InStrRev(SearchString, SearchChar, 10, 0)  ‘ A binary comparison starting 
at position 10. Returns 9.
MyPos = InStrRev(SearchString, SearchChar, -1, 1)  ‘ A textual comparison starting 
at the last position. Returns 12.
MyPos = InStrRev(SearchString, SearchChar, 8)  ‘ Comparison is binary by default 
(last argument is omitted). Returns 0.

Note: The syntax for the InStrRev function is not the same as the syntax for the InStr function.

IsNumeric
Returns a Boolean value indicating whether an expression can be evaluated as a number.

IsNumeric(expression)

The expression argument can be any expression.

Remarks
IsNumeric returns True if the entire expression is recognized as a number; otherwise, it returns False. IsNumeric 
returns False if expression is a date.

The following example uses the IsNumeric function to determine whether a variable can be evaluated as a 
number: 

Dim MyVar, MyCheck
MyVar = 53  ‘ Assign a value.
MyCheck = IsNumeric(MyVar)  ‘ Returns True.
MyVar = “459.95”  ‘ Assign a value.
MyCheck = IsNumeric(MyVar)  ‘ Returns True.
MyVar = “45 Help”  ‘ Assign a value.
MyCheck = IsNumeric(MyVar)  ‘ Returns False.
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Len
Returns the number of characters in a string or the number of bytes required to store a variable.

Len(string | varname)

Arguments

string
Any valid string expression. If string contains Null, Null is returned.

varname
Any valid variable name. If varname contains Null, Null is returned.

Remarks
The following example uses the Len function to return the number of characters in a string: 

Dim MyString
MyString = Len(“VBSCRIPT”) ‘ MyString contains 8.

Note: The LenB function is used with byte data contained in a string. Instead of returning the number of 
characters in a string, LenB returns the number of bytes used to represent that string.

Left
Returns a specified number of characters from the left side of a string.

Left(string, length)

Arguments

string
String expression from which the leftmost characters are returned. If string contains Null, Null is returned.

length
Numeric expression indicating how many characters to return. If 0, a zero-length string(“”) is returned. If 
greater than or equal to the number of characters in string, the entire string is returned.

Remarks
To determine the number of characters in string, use the Len function.

The following example uses the Left function to return the first three characters of MyString:
Dim MyString, LeftString
MyString = “VBScript”
LeftString = Left(MyString, 3) ‘ LeftString contains “VBS”.

Note: The LeftB function is used with byte data contained in a string. Instead of specifying the number of 
characters to return, length specifies the number of bytes.
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LCase
Returns a string that has been converted to lowercase.

LCase(string)

The string argument is any valid string expression. If string contains Null, Null is returned.

Remarks
Only uppercase letters are converted to lowercase; all lowercase letters and non-letter characters remain 
unchanged.

The following example uses the LCase function to convert uppercase letters to lowercase: 
Dim MyString
Dim LCaseString
MyString = “VBSCript”
LCaseString = LCase(MyString) ‘ LCaseString contains “vbscript”.

LTrim and RTrim
Returns a copy of a string without leading spaces (LTrim), trailing spaces (RTrim), or both leading and trailing 
spaces (Trim).

LTrim(string)
RTrim(string)
Trim(string)

The string argument is any valid string expression. If string contains Null, Null is returned. 

Remarks
The following example uses the LTrim, RTrim, and Trim functions to trim leading spaces, trailing spaces, and 
both leading and trailing spaces, respectively.

Dim MyVar
MyVar = LTrim(“  vbscript “)  ‘ MyVar contains “vbscript “.
MyVar = RTrim(“  vbscript “)  ‘ MyVar contains “  vbscript”.
MyVar = Trim(“  vbscript “)  ‘ MyVar contains “vbscript”.
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Mid
Returns a specified number of characters from a string.

Mid(string, start[, length])

Arguments

string
String expression from which characters are returned. If string contains Null, Null is returned.

start
Character position in string at which the part to be taken begins. If start is greater than the number of 
characters in string, Mid returns a zero-length string (“”). 

length
Number of characters to return. If omitted or if there are fewer than length characters in the text (including the 
character at start), all characters from the start position to the end of the string are returned.

Remarks
To determine the number of characters in string, use the Len function.

The following example uses the Mid function to return six characters, beginning with the fourth character, in a 
string:

Dim MyVar
MyVar = Mid(“VBScript is fun!”, 4, 6) ‘ MyVar contains “Script”.

Note: The MidB function is used with byte data contained in a string. Instead of specifying the number of 
characters, the arguments specify numbers of bytes.
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MsgBox
Displays a message in a dialog box, waits for the user to click a button, and returns a value indicating which button 
the user clicked.

MsgBox(prompt[, buttons][, title][, helpfile, context])

Note:  The MsgBox function will not work when using the Web Client. Messages using the Web Client must 
be displayed in a new window. Use the Show Message accelerator provided in the Workbench Object 
Browser for this task.

Arguments

prompt
String expression displayed as the message in the dialog box. The maximum length of the prompt is 
approximately 1024 characters, depending on the width of the characters used. If the prompt consists of 
more than one line, they can be separated using a carriage return character (Chr(13)), a linefeed character 
(Chr(10)), or carriage return–linefeed character combination (Chr(13) & Chr(10)) between each line.

buttons
Numeric expression that is the sum of values specifying the number and type of buttons to display, the icon 
style to use, the identity of the default button, and the modality of the message box. See Settings section for 
values. If omitted, the default value for buttons is 0.

title
String expression displayed in the title bar of the dialog box. If you omit title, the application name is placed 
in the title bar.

helpfile
String expression that identifies the Help file to use to provide context-sensitive Help for the dialog box. If 
helpfile is provided, context must also be provided. This is not available on 16-bit platforms.

context
Numeric expression that identifies the Help context number assigned by the Help author to the appropriate 
Help topic. If context is provided, helpfile must also be provided. This is not available on 16-bit platforms.
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Remarks
When both helpfile and context are provided, the user can press F1 to view the Help topic corresponding to the 
context.

If the dialog box displays a Cancel button, pressing the ESC key has the same effect as clicking Cancel. If the 
dialog box contains a Help button, context-sensitive Help is provided for the dialog box. However, no value is 
returned until one of the other buttons is clicked.

When the MsgBox function is used with Microsoft Internet Explorer, the title of any dialog presented always 
contains “VBScript:” to differentiate it from standard system dialogs.

The following example uses the MsgBox function to display a message box and return a value describing which 
button was clicked: 

Dim MyVar
MyVar = MsgBox (“Hello World!”, 65, “MsgBox Example”)
  ‘ MyVar contains either 1 or 2, depending on which button is clicked.

Now
Returns the current date and time according to the setting of your computer’s system date and time.

Now

Remarks
The following example uses the Now function to return the current date and time: 

Dim MyVar
MyVar = Now ‘ MyVar contains the current date and time
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Replace
Returns a string in which a specified substring has been replaced with another substring a specified number of 
times.

Replace(expression, find, replacewith[, start[, count[, compare]]])

Arguments

expression
String expression containing substring to replace (required).

find
Substring being searched for (required).

replacewith
Replacement substring (required).

start
Position within expression where substring search is to begin. If omitted, 1 is assumed. Must be used in 
conjunction with count (optional).

count
Number of substring substitutions to perform. If omitted, the default value is -1, which means make all 
possible substitutions. Must be used in conjunction with start (optional).

compare
Numeric value indicating the kind of comparison to use when evaluating substrings. See Settings section for 
values. If omitted, the default value is 0, which means perform a binary comparison (optional).

Settings
The compare argument can have the following values:

Constant Value Description
vbBinaryCompare 0 Perform a binary comparison
vbTextCompare 1 Perform a textual comparison

   Table A-5: Compare Return Values
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Return Values
Replace returns the following values:

If Replace Returns
expression is zero-length Zero-length string (“”)
expression is Null An error
find is zero-length Copy of expression
replacewith is zero-length Copy of expression with all 

occurrences of find removed
start > Len(expression) Zero-length string
count is 0 Copy of expression

   Table A-6: Replace Return Values

Remarks
The return value of the Replace function is a string, with substitutions made, that begins at the position specified 
by start and concludes at the end of the expression string. It is not a copy of the original string from start to 
finish.

The following example uses the Replace function to return a string: 
Dim MyString
‘ A binary comparison starting at the beginning of the string.
MyString = Replace(“XXpXXPXXp”, “p”, “Y”)
‘ Returns “XXYXXPXXY”.

‘ A textual comparison starting at position 3.
MyString = Replace(“XXpXXPXXp”, “p”, “Y”, 3, -1, 1)
‘ Returns “YXXYXXY”.
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Right
Returns a specified number of characters from the right side of a string.

Right(string, length)

Arguments

string
String expression from which the rightmost characters are returned. If string contains Null, Null is returned. 

length
Numeric expression indicating how many characters to return. If 0, a zero-length string is returned. If greater 
than or equal to the number of characters in string, the entire string is returned. 

Remarks
To determine the number of characters in string, use the Len function.

The following example uses the Right function to return a specified number of characters from the right side of 
a string:

Dim AnyString, MyStr
AnyString = “Hello World”   ‘ Define string.
MyStr = Right(AnyString, 1)  ‘ Returns “d”.
MyStr = Right(AnyString, 6)  ‘ Returns “ World”.
MyStr = Right(AnyString, 20)  ‘ Returns “Hello World”.

Note: The RightB function is used with byte data contained in a string. Instead of specifying the number of 
characters to return, length specifies the number of bytes.

UCase
Returns a string that has been converted to uppercase.

UCase(string)

The string argument is any valid string expression. If string contains Null, Null is returned.

Remarks
Only lowercase letters are converted to uppercase; all uppercase letters and non-letter characters remain 
unchanged.

The following example uses the UCase function to return an uppercase version of a string: 
Dim MyWord
MyWord = UCase(“Hello World”)  ‘ Returns “HELLO WORLD”.
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Do…Loop
Repeats a block of statements while a condition is True or until a condition becomes True.

Do [{While | Until} condition]
  [statements]
  [Exit Do]
  [statements]
Loop 

Or, you can use this syntax:
Do
  [statements]
  [Exit Do]
  [statements]
Loop [{While | Until} condition]

Arguments

condition
Numeric or string expression that is True or False. If condition is Null, condition is treated as False.

statements
One or more statements that are repeated while or until condition is True.

Remarks
The Exit Do can only be used within a Do...Loop control structure to provide an alternate way to exit a Do...
Loop. Any number of Exit Do statements may be placed anywhere in the Do...Loop. Often used with the 
evaluation of some condition (for example, If...Then), Exit Do transfers control to the statement immediately 
following the Loop.

When used within nested Do...Loop statements, Exit Do transfers control to the loop that is nested one level 
above the loop where it occurs.

The following examples illustrate use of the Do...Loop statement: 
Do Until DefResp = vbNo
  MyNum = Int(6 * Rnd + 1)  ‘ Generate a random integer between 1 and 6.
  DefResp = MsgBox (MyNum & “ Do you want another number?”, vbYesNo)
Loop
Dim Check, Counter
Check = True: Counter = 0  ‘ Initialize variables.
Do              ‘ Outer loop.
  Do While Counter < 20   ‘ Inner loop.
   Counter = Counter + 1  ‘ Increment Counter.
   If Counter = 10 Then  ‘ If condition is True...
     Check = False    ‘ set value of flag to False.
     Exit Do       ‘ Exit inner loop.
   End If
  Loop
Loop Until Check = False   ‘ Exit outer loop immediately.
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If...Then...Else
Conditionally executes a group of statements, depending on the value of an expression.

If condition Then statements [Else elsestatements ] 

Or, you can use the block form syntax: 
If condition Then
  [statements]
[ElseIf condition-n Then
  [elseifstatements]] . . .
[Else
  [elsestatements]]
End If 

Arguments

condition
One or more of the following two types of expressions: 

A numeric or string expression that evaluates to True or False. If condition is Null, condition is treated as 
False. 

An expression of the form TypeOf objectname Is objecttype. The objectname is any object reference and 
objecttype is any valid object type. The expression is True if objectname is of the object type specified by 
objecttype; otherwise it is False. 

statements
One or more statements separated by colons; executed if condition is True.

condition-n 
Same as condition.

elseifstatements
One or more statements executed if the associated condition-n is True.

elsestatements
One or more statements executed if no previous condition or condition-n expression is True.
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Remarks
You can use the single-line form (first syntax) for short, simple tests. However, the block form (second syntax) 
provides more structure and flexibility than the single-line form and is usually easier to read, maintain, and 
debug.

Note: With the single-line syntax, it is possible to have multiple statements executed as the result of an If...
Then decision, but they must all be on the same line and separated by colons, as in the following 
statement: 

If A > 10 Then A = A + 1 : B = B + A : C = C + B

When executing a block If (second syntax), condition is tested. If condition is True, the statements following 
Then are executed. If condition is False, each ElseIf (if any) is evaluated in turn. When a True condition is found, 
the statements following the associated Then are executed. If none of the ElseIf statements are True (or there 
are no ElseIf clauses), the statements following Else are executed. After executing the statements following 
Then or Else, execution continues with the statement following End If.

The Else and ElseIf clauses are both optional. You can have as many ElseIf statements as you want in a block 
If, but none can appear after the Else clause. Block If statements can be nested.

What follows the Then keyword is examined to determine whether or not a statement is a block If. If anything other 
than a comment appears after Then on the same line, the statement is treated as a single-line If statement.

A block If statement must be the first statement on a line. The block If must end with an End If statement.
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File System Object
The FileSystemObject (FSO) object model allows you to use the familiar object.method syntax with a rich set of 
properties, methods, and events to process folders and files.

Creating Files
There are three ways to create an empty text file (sometimes referred to as a “text stream”).

The first way is to use the CreateTextFile method. The following example demonstrates how to create a text file 
using the CreateTextFileMethod method.

[VBScript]
Dim fso, f1
Set fso = CreateObject(“Scripting.FileSystemObject”)
Set f1 = fso.CreateTextFile(“c:\testfile.txt”, True)

The second way to create a text file is to use the OpenTextFile method of the FileSystemObject object with the 
ForWriting flag set.

[VBScript]
Dim fso, ts
Const ForWriting = 2
Set fso = CreateObject(“Scripting.FileSystemObject”)
Set ts = fso.OpenTextFile(“c:\test.txt”, ForWriting, True)

A third way to create a text file is to use the OpenAsTextStream method with the ForWriting flag set.
[VBScript]
Dim fso, f1, ts
Const ForWriting = 2
Set fso = CreateObject(“Scripting.FileSystemObject”)
fso.CreateTextFile (“c:\test1.txt”)
Set f1 = fso.GetFile(“c:\test1.txt”)
Set ts = f1.OpenAsTextStream(ForWriting, True)
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Adding Data to the File
Once the text file is created, add data to the file using the following three steps:

Open the text file
Write the data
Close the file

To open an existing file, use either the OpenTextFile method of the FileSystemObject object or the 
OpenAsTextStream method of the File object.

To write data to the open text file, use the Write, WriteLine, or WriteBlankLines methods of the TextStream 
object, according to the tasks outlined in the following table.

Task Method
Write data to an open text file without a trailing newline character. Write
Write data to an open text file with a trailing newline character. WriteLine
Write one or more blank lines to an open text file. WriteBlankLines

Table A-7: Methods for writing data to an open text file.

To close an open file, use the Close method of the TextStream object.

Note: The newline character contains a character or characters (depending on the operating system) to 
advance the cursor to the beginning of the next line (carriage return/line feed). Be aware that the end 
of some strings may already have such nonprinting characters.

The following example demonstrates how to open a file, use all three write methods to add data to the file, and 
then close the file:

[VBScript]
Sub CreateFile()
  Dim fso, tf
  Set fso = CreateObject(“Scripting.FileSystemObject”)
  Set tf = fso.CreateTextFile(“c:\testfile.txt”, True)
  ‘ Write a line with a newline character.
  tf.WriteLine(“Testing 1, 2, 3.”) 
  ‘ Write three newline characters to the file.
  tf.WriteBlankLines(3) 
  ‘ Write a line.
  tf.Write (“This is a test.”) 
  tf.Close
End Sub

•
•
•
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Reading Files
To read data from a text file, use the Read, ReadLine, or ReadAll method of the TextStream object. The following 
table describes which method to use for various tasks.

Task Method
Read a specified number of characters from a file Read
Read an entire line (up to, but not including, the newline character) ReadLine
Read the entire contents of a text file ReadAll

  Table A-8: Methods for reading data from a text file.

If you use the Read or ReadLine method and want to skip to a particular portion of data, use the Skip or SkipLine 
method. The resulting text of the read methods is stored in a string which can be displayed in a control, parsed by 
string functions (such as Left, Right, and Mid), concatenated, and so forth.

The following example demonstrates how to open a file, write to it, and then read from it:
[VBScript]
Sub ReadFiles
  Dim fso, f1, ts, s
  Const ForReading = 1
  Set fso = CreateObject(“Scripting.FileSystemObject”)
  Set f1 = fso.CreateTextFile(“c:\testfile.txt”, True)
  ‘ Write a line.
  Response.Write “Writing file <br>”
  f1.WriteLine “Hello World”
  f1.WriteBlankLines(1)
  f1.Close
  ‘ Read the contents of the file.
  Response.Write “Reading file <br>”
  Set ts = fso.OpenTextFile(“c:\testfile.txt”, ForReading)
  s = ts.ReadLine
  Response.Write “File contents = ‘” & s & “’”
  ts.Close
End Sub
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Moving, Copying, and Deleting Files
The FSO object model has two methods each for moving, copying, and deleting files, as described in the following 
table.

Task Method
Move a file File.Move or FileSystemObject.MoveFile
Copy a file File.Copy or FileSystemObject.CopyFile
Delete a file File.Delete or FileSystemObject.DeleteFile

  Table A-9: FSO Object Model Methods

The following example creates a text file in the root directory of drive C, writes some information to it, moves 
it to a directory named \tmp, makes a copy of it in a directory named \temp, then deletes the copies from both 
directories.

To run the following example, create directories named \tmp and \temp in the root directory of drive C:
[VBScript]
Sub ManipFiles
  Dim fso, f1, f2, s
  Set fso = CreateObject(“Scripting.FileSystemObject”)
  Set f1 = fso.CreateTextFile(“c:\testfile.txt”, True)
  Response.Write “Writing file <br>”
  ‘ Write a line.
  f1.Write (“This is a test.”)
  ‘ Close the file to writing.
  f1.Close
  Response.Write “Moving file to c:\tmp <br>”
  ‘ Get a handle to the file in root of C:\.
  Set f2 = fso.GetFile(“c:\testfile.txt”)
  ‘ Move the file to \tmp directory.
  f2.Move (“c:\tmp\testfile.txt”)
  Response.Write “Copying file to c:\temp <br>”
  ‘ Copy the file to \temp.
  f2.Copy (“c:\temp\testfile.txt”)
  Response.Write “Deleting files <br>”
  ‘ Get handles to files’ current location.
  Set f2 = fso.GetFile(“c:\tmp\testfile.txt”)
  Set f3 = fso.GetFile(“c:\temp\testfile.txt”)
  ‘ Delete the files.
  f2.Delete
  f3.Delete
  Response.Write “All done!”
End Sub
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